
CREATIVE BRIEF - STRONG CHALLENGE WEEK 5 
 
 
Week 5: Serve Strong 11/5-6 
Important Practices: Service, Submission 
Role/Metaphor: Soldier 
Symbol: Combat Boot 
 
Know: Service makes us strong by pulling us away from self and towards others. 
Do: Go serve somebody. 
 
Countdown loop (Video support from Stronger/Won’t Back Down opener) 
We want every service to start with energy and with the feeling that we’re on this race right now. We love the 
imagery of the runner, so that will loop along with a remix of Kanye West’s “Stronger.” 
 
Strong explanation video 
Every week we want to remind people what we’re pursuing in this journey: the Strong life - and remind them what 
that kind of life looks like. For new folks, this also acts as the front of the puzzle box - giving them context for the 
individual pieces they are going to experience and ensuring they’re not lost during the rest of the service. 
 
Host 
The host will talk about their personal journey experience from the cards and/or their group. This week they will 
also highlight the family aspect of the Challenge and share some stories about what’s been happening in Kids’ 
Club and CSM. After that, our host will set up the idea of serving. The starting point will be the idea of surrender. 
“The Bible sets up this very strange idea: it says people who follow God are like an army who are called into battle 
- only when they get to the front lines rather than fight and battle to gain territory, they lay down their weapons and 
surrender...” 
 
Serving intro 
As our transition into “Serving” the band will play the Sugarland song, “Stand Up.” The song is a simple call to 
action. We like it because it’s humble and simple - and invitational. We specifically don’t want to talk about serving 
as some you “should” do, but rather as a sweet and rewarding invitation to win by losing. The song will have a 
video that goes with it. Using the symbol for the week of combat boots, the video will be scenes of people in 
everyday situations putting on army fatigues and then serving people in and around their lives. Towards the end 
of the song, the singer on stage will pick up a giant white surrender flag and wave it as they sing.  
 
Message Intro 
This weekend, Kathy Beechem, the Director of Spiritual Growth at Crossroads will be teaching. Kathy will give 5-
10 minutes of introduction to the idea of serving, building off of the ideas laid out by the song and video. She’ll 
define serving as surrender.  
 
Expert Video: Justin Buckner 
This week, we’ll hear from Justin Buckner. Justin is a young leader in business in the city. He was recently named 
as one of the 40 under 40 in Cincinnati, an honor that recognizes the 40 most impressive people under the age of 
40 in Cincinnati. Justin earned that distinction both for his professional record and more importantly, his record as 
a servant and volunteer. Justin will talk about why he gives his time to serve and how it’s been a benefit to his life.  
 
Message (Kathy) 
After Justin’s video, Kathy will do the rest of her teaching.  
 
Participation songs 
After Kathy is done, we’ll give people a chance to respond via singing - inviting them to tell God they’re interested 
in trying surrendering.  
 
Instructions for individuals and groups 
At the very end of the service we’ll give instruction for the next week. 


